
 

I had been working as a Sales Representative for a mid-stage tech startup for about a year and 
half when our new Sales Manager, M, joined the team. He suggested that our first meeting take 
place over dinner while he was in the area where I managed regional sales remotely. Before 
the first course even arrived, he drilled me with invasive questions about my family, religious 
beliefs, political beliefs etc. Our company CEO had emphasized multiple times that culture was 
a high priority for her, and everyone should feel comfortable and respected. I figured that M 
would not last long, especially after I started to hear reports from coworkers of similarly 
negative experiences with him. Just one example, M told a coworker picking him up from the 
airport that his new car was a “shit box.” Other of M’s direct reports started grumbling about 
talking to HR, but no one took action. I decided to keep my head down. 

Six months later, we were debriefing a customer meeting over dinner. This was during the 
election, and the television in the background flashed an interview with Senator Clinton. “GET 
THAT F*GGOT OFF THE TV!”, he screamed. My jaw dropped. The longer I worked with M, the 
more I lost confidence in his managerial abilities. Against my expectations, M was still at the 
company at the end of the first year. Our group of direct reports, with the exception of two 
people M hired directly, had all exchanged stories of bad interpersonal experiences with M. We 
resolved to bring these issues forth on our anonymous annual reviews of M, but no one heard 
anything back from his manager or HR. 

After several months, I went to HR again and finally shared that I was uncomfortable working 
for M, relaying a few of the worst encounters. They didn’t seem to take my concerns seriously, 
and hanging up the phone I felt a sense of dread that nothing would change. 

That month, I was fired in a round of layoffs with no performance plan, warning, or explanation. 
M texted me right away on my personal phone saying that he was sorry and had no control 
over the decision. He rushed on, saying he was going to make it up to me and had already 
started referring me to other jobs. There were two other sales people laid off with me. 
Informally, I heard they were cutting territories based on revenue.  I had had less than two 
quarters opening a new region, and my former region was doing quite well prior to my transfer. 
The rationale for my layoff didn’t make a lot of sense to me. 

Meanwhile, the company shut me out of all my accounts even though they had promised I 
could first close out my business and client accounts. After sending multiple emails expressing 
my concerns at the abrupt changes from the client perspective, our HR Director emailed 
apologizing that they had not off-boarded me professionally. A week later I received a 
separation agreement. I ultimately signed the agreement and severance package, and soon 
thereafter received a job offer from another company. Later I found out that M had finally been 
fired from the company.
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